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Abstra t. In this ontribution we review the urrent status of the determination of the rotational frequen y in non-radially pulsating B stars, i.e. Cep stars
and slowly pulsating B stars. Considerable progress is urrently being made in
the understanding of the non-radial os illations of main-sequen e B stars by
means of high-temporal, high-spatial resolution spe tros opi time series. This
has led to the dete tion frequen y multiplets, whi h are interpreted as rotationally splitted non-radial modes and whi h allow an a urate determination of the
surfa e rotational frequen y in some stars. We outline how our future goal, i.e.
the derivation of the internal frequen y, an be a hieved.

1.

Our motivation, goal and approa h

Massive stars play a ru ial role in astrophysi s. They are mainly responsible for
the synthesis of the heavy elements and so determine the hemi al evolution of
galaxies. With this in mind, we set ourselves as primary goals to understand in
detail the stru ture of su h stars. More parti ularly, we want to understand the
internal rotation of massive stars, as well as the role of onve tive overshooting
and rotational mixing for their evolution. With this knowledge we will be able
to understand mu h better the preample of supernovae explosions.
The approa h we take to a hieve our goals is to perform seismi studies
of massive main-sequen e stars. Two su h lasses of stars, for whi h stellar
os illations have been rmly established, are known: the Cep stars and the
slowly pulsating B stars. For a re ent review on the hara teristi physi al and
pulsational parameters of su h stars we refer to De Cat (2002).
For seismi analyses of stars to be su essful, one needs to perform several
steps. First of all, a urate frequen y determination of as many os illation modes
as possible have to be derived. This an be a hieved from time series analysis
of either high-pre ision photometri data or line-pro le variations derived from
high-resolution spe tra. Su h type of observations are available for many of the
Cep stars by now (Sterken & Jerzykiewi z, 1993; Aerts & De Cat, 2003 and
referen es therein) and re ently also for some 15 slowly pulsating B stars (Aerts
et al., 1999; De Cat & Aerts, 2002).
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The se ond step in a seismi analysis onsists of identifying the dete ted
os illation modes, i.e. to derived their wavenumbers (`; m; n) (for the meaning
of these symbols, see Matthews; Christensen-Dalsgaard { these pro eedings).
If a suÆ ient amount of frequen ies has been found, one may hope to a hieve
mode identi ation from pattern re ognition of the frequen y spe tra. However,
for stars in whi h only a limited amount (typi ally less than 10) of modes is
dete ted, one needs other methods to disentangle the wavenumbers from the
data. An estimate of the degree ` of the modes an be derived from multi olour
photometry (see Dupret et al. 2003 for a re ent new version of this te hnique).
Sin e the introdu tion of high-resolution spe trographs, however, it has be ome
lear that line-pro le variations o er mu h more detailed diagnosti s that allow
one to derive not only (`; m), but also the amplitudes of the modes and the
proje ted surfa e rotation velo ity to a high pre ision (see e.g. Aerts et al.,
1992; Telting et al., 1997).
Finally, after frequen y dete tion and mode identi ation, one may hope
to derive information on internal rotation and onve tive overshooting. For the
rotational aspe t, on whi h we will fo us here, one tries to make use of the
rotational splitting of the os illation modes through the equation
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in order to derive the internal rotation law (r) (we negle t di erential rotation).
In this equation, the kernels Kn` are fun tions of the eigenfun tions and the
internal stru ture of the star. This method was used very su essfully for the
derivation of the internal rotation of the Sun (see Christensen-Dalsgaard { these
pro eedings). In order to derive (r) from Eq. (1), it is needed to observe several
unequally-spa ed frequen y multiplets. This has so far not yet been a hieved
for stars more massive than the Sun.
2.

Observational status for massive stars

The amount of dete ted frequen ies in Cep stars and slowly pulsating B stars
from ground-based data is below ten. Moreover, frequen y multiplets have seldomly been established in these two types of os illators. One frequen y multiplet
does not allow to derive (r), but merely leads to the surfa e rotation frequen y
(R) only.
2.1.

 Eri

The rst Cep star in whi h a frequen y multiplet was rmly established from
photometri data is  Eri (Kubiak 1980). This triplet, however, has a large
departure from equidistan e and the se ond-order rotational orre tion term
 2 indi ated symboli ally in Eq. (1) is insuÆ ient to explain this, unless the
star is seen almost pole-on. This star deserves to be studied in mu h more detail,
as Aerts et al. (1994) learly have shown it to have large line-pro le variations. A
hugh photometri and spe tros opi multisite ampaign was therefore re ently
set up by G. Handler and C. Aerts. It is running at the time of this symposium.
Its time base is 3 months for the high-resolution spe tros opy and 5 months for
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Figure 1. Light urve of HD 129929 in the Geneva V band during 8 onse utive nights.

the photometry. This ampaign, whi h will end in April 2003, will tell us what
the depth of seismi analyses from the ground for massive stars is and will dire t
any further e orts in this topi .
2.2.

Cep

One frequen y quintuplet has been found by Telting et al. (1997) in the prototype of the 1Cep stars. From the observed splitting onstant one derives
(r)=0.165 d , i.e. a rotational period of some 6 days. However, UV spe tra
of the star reveal EW hanges with a period of 12 days. A magneti eld was
established in Cep (Donati et al., 2002) and Shibahashi & Aerts (2000) have
shown an oblique pulsator model to be ompatible with the line-pro le variations for a rotational period of 6 days. This oblique pulsator model, however, as
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well as the observational a ura y of the quintuplet frequen ies, need re nement
before it an lead to more detailed information on the internal rotation.
2.3.

HD 129929

A new interesting ase of multiplet dete tion we report here o urs for the highgala ti latitude Cep star HD 129929. We have gathered multi olour Geneva
photometry for this star during 1978 { 1997. From the 1493 data points we
derive at least six frequen ies. Three of these were reported earlier by Waelkens
& Rufener (1983) while Heynderi kx (1992) also established three frequen ies of
whi h two are in ommon to those found by Waelkens & Rufener.
The multiperiodi ity of this star be omes evident from the light urves obtained during 8 onse utive nights shown in Fig. 1 for the visual Geneva data.
The addition of a signi ant amount of data sin e the study by Heynderi kx
(1992) has allowed us to re ne the frequen y analysis onsiderably and we have
now rmly establised the following1 ve frequen ies in the star: 6.4375, 6.4496,
6.4617, 6.9783, 6.9904, 7.5904 d . An additional frequen y peak at o urs
near 6.9662 d 1 (see Fig. 2). It is immediately evident from these frequen y
values that we are dealing with (parts
of) two multiplets, of whi h the separation amounts to (R) = 0:0121 d 1. Photometri mode identi ation will be
done in the near future, but in any ase D 129929 is the rst pulsating B star in
whi h more than one multiplet has been found.
For ompleteness we mention that we are running extensive observational
programmes to gather multi olour photometry and high-resolution spe tros opy
of slowly pulsating B stars. The gravity-modes in these stars, however, have
periods of typi ally a few days, leading to beat-periods of several months. Our
data reveal so far several frequen ies (De Cat & Aerts 2002) but are insuÆ ient
in amount and time spread to establish rmly the presen e of multiplets in these
gravity-mode B-type pulsators.
3.

A detailed

ase study: EN La ertae

A slightly di erent type of approa h to derive (R) an be followed when a urate frequen y values and a ompanying unambiguous mode identi ations are
a hieved for several os illation modes. Su h a situation o urs for the Cep
star EN (16) La 1, for whi h the following
three frequen ies are well established:
f1 = 5:9113 d , f2 = 5:8529 d 1 , f3 = 5:5026 d 1 (Lehmann et al., 2001).
Aerts et al. (2003) performed for the rst time spe tros opi mode identi ation
in this star and found the two modes with lose frequen ies f1 and f2 to be
axisymmetri , with ` = 0 and with ` = 2 respe tively. The identi ation of the
third mode is ` = 1. Overall agreement was found with the photometri mode
identi ation of these three well-established frequen ies of the star.
The results of this mode identi ation were used as starting point for seismi
modelling, starting from the known stellar parameters (the star is a member of
an e lipsing binary). This has allowed us to derive a small region of a eptable
mass and metalli ity of the star, to unpre endented pre ision for a B-type star
(Aerts et al., in preparation). A by produ t of this modelling is that the three
possibilities for the third mode, ` = 1 and m = 1; 0; 1, lead to a value for
(R) in the two ases m = 1. While there still is some ambiguity left for the
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Figure 2. CLEAN frequen y spe trum of HD 129929. The separation between the two highest peaks in1 the upper panel and the three highest ones in
the lower panel is 0.0121 d . All other smaller peaks
an be explained by
the window funtion, ex ept the peak at 6.9662 d 1 .
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rotational period of this star, it does serve as a good example of how seismi
information an be used to study stellar rotation in massive stars. Should we be
able to dete t a larger number of modes, and identify some of them as m = 0,
then the frequen y values of the m 6= 0 modes allows the determination of
(r) through Eq. (1) provided that the stellar models are suÆ iently a urate
to reprodu e well the axisymmetri modes.
4.

Future prospe ts

It is lear that additional spe tros opi multisite ampaigns will be set up in the
near future should our urrent ampaign on  Eri turn out to be suÆ ient to
allow the derivation of ( onstraints on) the (internal) rotation frequen y of that
Cep star. We expe t to be able to report our results of that ampaign within
about one year from now.
Ideally, one would hope to dete t a suÆ ient amount of modes so that
frequen y inversion be omes possible. On e at that stage, improvements in
the theoreti al models so that the predi ted frequen ies perfe tly mat h the
observed ones an be aimed at. We are yet still far away from this level of
pre ision for massive os illators with -driven modes, the main reason being the
limited number of dete ted modes. The example of WIRE data of the Cep
star Cru is (Cuypers et al., 2002) indi ates that the future asteroseismi and
planet- nding spa e missions will imply a major step forward in seismi studies
of massive stars. In view of their key-role in stellar and gala ti evolution we
therefore suggest to in lude several massive os illators in the target lists of these
spa e missions.
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